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Abstract 
Ericsson Microwave Systems AB (EMW) in Luleå uses component-based development for their 
Command and Control systems. The need for a better way of testing these software components 
led to this master thesis. The goal was to investigate whether there were any existing testing 
frameworks and/or testing techniques that could be used and if not, create a new framework.  

To fulfil the goals of this master thesis, requirements were set up which were approved by EMW 
and an investigation of techniques that could be used and of existing testing frameworks was 
conducted. The techniques investigated were testing techniques as well as techniques that could 
be used to build a framework. Some of these were data-driven testing, keyword-driven testing, 
mock objects, XML parsing, and the reflection package in Java. The investigation of existing 
frameworks evaluated and compared some of the frameworks available at the time of this master 
thesis with each other and with the requirements. None of the found frameworks could test the 
components out of the box. However, there were those that features could be added to, to make 
them work. The work of adding these features and testing the modified framework after 
modification was estimated to be as much or more than building a new framework, which led to the 
decision to create a new framework. This framework uses keyword-driven testing, mock objects, 
XML among other things to fulfil the requirements.



 
 
 
 
 
 

Sammanfattning 
Ericsson Microwave Systems AB (EMW) i Luleå har valt komponentbaserad utveckling för sina 
ledningssystem. Behovet av ett bättre sätt att testa dessa komponenter ledde till detta 
examensarbete. Målet för examensarbetet var att undersöka om det fanns tillgängliga 
testningsramverk och/eller testningstekniker som kunde användas och, om detta inte var fallet, att 
skapa ett nytt ramverk.  

För att uppfylla examensarbetets mål togs en kravbild fram, som godkändes av EMW och en 
undersökning av tekniker som kunde användas och existerande testningsramverk utfördes. De 
tekniker som undersöktes var testningstekniker så väl som tekniker som kunde användas för att 
bygga ett ramverk. Några av dessa var ”data-driven testing”, ”keyword-driven testing”, ”mock 
objects”, XML parsing och Javas ”reflection” paket. Undersökningen av existerande ramverk 
utvärderade och jämförde några av de ramverk som fanns tillgängliga vid tidpunkten för detta 
examensarbete med varandra samt med den kravbild som tagits fram. Inget av de undersökta 
ramverken uppfyllde alla de krav som ställts för att det skulle kunna användas som de var för att 
testa komponenterna. Dock kunde vissa ramverk anpassas genom att lägga till funktionalitet till 
dem. Denna anpassning uppskattades dock vara så omfattande att det skulle ta mer tid att 
anpassa ett ramverk än att skapa ett nytt, vilket ledde till att beslutet att skapa ett nytt ramverk 
fattades. Detta ramverk använder sig av bland annat ”keyword-driven testing”, ”mock objects” och 
XML för att uppfylla ställda krav. 
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1 Introduction 
Ericsson Microwave Systems AB (EMW) in Luleå develops Command and Control 
systems. The definition of command and control systems at army technology is 
“Command and control systems refer to the equipment, facilities and personnel a 
commander requires to effectively command and control armed forces.” [20]. 
Command and control systems are usually referred to as C2 systems. These are used 
together with Ericsson microwave sensors and networked based systems. To 
efficiently be able to build these systems and to reuse parts, they have chosen a 
component-based development. When testing the components, they use unit testing to 
test the internal objects. The next step is to test the entire component as a black box to 
see if it fulfils all specified requirements. Currently this is done with the use of a unit 
testing software that is not adapted to the components needs. A lot of code has to be 
written for every test that is to be created and becomes a burden when it comes to 
larger tests. 

1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this master thesis is to investigate how the testing of software 
components can be made easier for the test developers by using a framework that 
makes this as simple as possible. The definition of a framework in software 
development is: “A framework is a defined support structure in which another software 
project can be organized and developed.” [28]. 

1.2 Objectives 
The main problem is finding a solution that makes the testing process as simple as 
possible for the tester. This raises the question of what the framework should handle 
and what should be left to the tester. It also raises the question if there are any existing 
frameworks available for this or any techniques that make testing easier. To 
accomplish this, four objectives can be created.  

 
• To investigate existing testing techniques. 
• To investigate and evaluate existing testing frameworks. 
• To create a testing framework if needed. 
• To evaluate the found or created solution. 

1.3 Delimitations 
The components that are to be tested are limited to non-GUI Java components. The 
delimitation is mainly set to the depth of the investigation of existing frameworks and 
techniques, since it would be impossible to cover them all with the time available. If a 
framework is created it does not have to be a finished product. 
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1.4 Document Outline 
Section 2: Represents relevant theory for this master thesis. 
Section 3: States the requirements for the testing framework. 
Section 4: Describes the used method. 
Section 5: Describes existing frameworks. 
Section 6: Evaluates existing frameworks. 
Section 7: Presents design and implementation related information. 
Section 8: Discusses the thesis. 
Section 9: Future work and conclusion. 
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2 Theory  
In this section relevant theory is presented such as component info, types of testing, 
testing technique and techniques used in the created framework. It also presents 
some theory about testing that was not used in the framework. The document outline 
for the section is as follows: 
 
Section 2.1 – 2.4: Describes components and their techniques. 
Section 2.5 – 2.6: Describes two types of testing. 
Section 2.7 – 2.11: Describes testing techniques. 
Section 2.12 – 2.15: Describes development related techniques. 
Section 2.16: Describes theory that is not used. 

2.1 Software Components 
At Ericsson Microwave Systems a software component is defined as a small computer 
program that is built to do one specific task. Several components can then be used to 
build a software solution and components can in this way be reused in different 
projects. Below is a list of characteristics a software component has. 

 
• It can contain one or more threads. 
• It receives data from other components via public methods. 
• It can deliver data according to the observer pattern. 
• It is communication protocol independent. 

2.2 Observer Pattern 
The observer pattern [15] is a design pattern. This pattern makes it possible for an 
object to notify and send data to other objects when events occur without having to be 
concerned about exactly which objects that are being notified. It is used by the 
component to send data and events to its registered listeners.  

 
Figure 1. Class diagram of an observer pattern implementation. 

Figure 1 shows a class diagram of how the observer pattern could be implemented. 
Observable is the class that is under observation and the Observer is the class that 
wants to observe. To do this Observer has to register at the Observable, which will get 
a reference to Observer that it knows implements the interface ObserverIF and 
therefore contains the method update. With this knowledge Observable can notify all 
registered observers whenever an event occurred. The usage of the observer pattern 
in components makes their behaviour unpredictable, as will be described in section 
2.4. The components may also use component specific interfaces that need to be 
implemented. 
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2.3 Component Interaction 
Interaction with the component can be carried out in two different ways. The first and 
most obvious way is the interaction with the service interface. These service interfaces 
are ordinary objects on which method calls are made to communicate with the 
component. The communication consists both of sending commands or data to the 
component and of geting data from the component. The second way of interaction is 
through the observer pattern. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Shows how a component may interact with the outside world. 

Figure 2 shows how a component may work. Software that interacts with the 
component may both be a producer of commands and data, and a consumer of data. 
Interaction with the component is carried out via its service interface where it is 
possible to send to and receive data from the component. A consumer can subscribe 
to services that the component offers; when data becomes available for the consumer 
the component notifies the observer.  
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2.4 Components and Threads 
A thread is a piece of software running within a program along with other threads to 
make the program do several tasks simultaneously. Threads within a program can 
communicate with each other and they have access to the same data. A component 
may contain multiple threads [31] that could make the behaviour of it different from a 
single threaded component. For example method invocations on the service interface 
may return before outputs are delivered to the observers. A situation were this 
happens is when a method call on the service interface only puts the command or data 
into a queue for further processing by other threads and then returns. Figure 3 shows 
what can happen in a component when there is more than one thread. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. A component containing two threads. 
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In figure 3 the light grey areas tell under which of the two threads code are executed. 
As shown both threads will execute code in the queue. The queue will be guarded with 
a monitor, which makes sure that only one thread is working inside the queue at any 
given time. It is not guaranteed in which order the steps will be executed in, except 
that 1 to 4 and 5 to 10 is executed in ascending order. This is due to the threads inside 
the component are running concurrently. It is no easy task finding when these threads 
are going to be scheduled for execution since it is up to the operating system or Java 
Virtual Machine to decide this and it may be different execution schedules from time to 
time. An explanation of what happens in each step of figure 3 is listed below. 

 
1 The producer makes a method call on the service interface. 
2 The service interface calls the queue to insert the command object 

that it wants the component thread to process. A monitor locks any 
other thread from accessing the queue. In this way we know that 
only the application thread is modifying the internal data structure of 
the queue. 

3 The insert method returns, it also notifies any waiting threads that 
the queue now contains data. In this case the component thread 
gets notified. 

4 The service interface method returns and the application may now 
believe that the component command is completed. But in fact it has 
not even started yet. 

5 The component thread is now activated and gets the command from 
the queue. 

6 The command is processed in the logic and then sent to the 
observer. The observer is part of the consumer and is registered at 
the component so that the component knows how to contact the 
consumer. 

7 The observer passes the data along to the consumer. It may do so in 
different ways. It can be with help of the component thread, create a 
new thread or in some other way. In this scenario it is done with the 
help of the component thread. But it is really not of concern to us, 
since this is actually outside the boundaries of the component. 

8 The consumers call returns. 
9 The observer call returns to the logic unit. 
10 The component thread now checks if there are any other commands 

waiting in the queue. If not it waits until a new one arrives as seen 
earlier. 

Step four and five could change places under some conditions, it could even be that 
step four is completed after step ten is completed. Also step four could be done in 
parallel with the execution of five to ten in systems with multiple CPUs, also known as 
SMP [30] (Symmetric Multi Processor) systems. 

2.5 Regression Testing 
Regression testing [17] can be any type of testing that has the purpose of finding 
regression bugs. These bugs occur when a functionality of the software that previously 
worked stops working due to changes to the software. These tests are supposed to be 
run regularly or even every time the software changes. 
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2.6 Unit Testing 
With unit testing the goal is to test the smallest parts of a system, in the case of Java it 
is classes. These tests are often small programs that are written only for the purpose 
of testing the unit. They are used during the development to do regression testing to 
find newly introduced bugs and get an overview of what is working and what is not. It 
is up to the unit developers to create and maintain these tests. Unit testing is widely 
used among Java programmers and a very popular framework is the JUnit [1] testing 
framework. 

Unit testing and regression testing are much alike and unit testing is sometime referred 
to as regression testing. It can be seen on the Junit homepage where they refer to 
Junit as a regression-testing framework, but many people refer to it as a unit testing 
software. Unit testing is a type of regression testing. 

2.7 Data-driven Testing 
With the data-driven [16] technique, test data and test script is separated. Data is 
stored elsewhere and then read by the test script when needed. Test data can be 
stored anywhere as long as it can be read by the test script. When the data-driven 
technique is used it enables scripts to be reused with different data. 

Mark Fewster and Dorothy Graham (1999, p. 88-89) list the following advantages and 
disadvantages of this technique. It should be noted that these advantages and 
disadvantages assumes that the test script is a standalone script. This means that it 
has to load all data by itself. 

Advantages of the data-driven technique: 
• Tests that are similar can be added quickly. 
• It is possible for testers to add new tests without technical or 

programming knowledge. 
• The second and subsequent tests require no additional script 

maintenance. 

Disadvantages of the data-driven technique: 
• Takes lot of effort for initial set-up. 
• Requires specialized programming support. 
• It is required to be well managed. 
 

All the advantages are based on the assumption that the test script can be used 
several times with different data. For the disadvantages the first two are based on the 
assumption that it requires extra programming to access data from an external 
resource which makes it more complicated than to hardcode data into tests. The third 
disadvantage that it has to be well managed is about knowing what scripts can be 
reused. This requires test scripts to be well documented. Some of the disadvantages 
could be framework tasks, such as loading test data. This would certainly reduce the 
set-up effort and would not require specialized programming support since the 
framework would handle data loading. 
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2.8 Keyword-driven Testing 
The keyword-driven [16] technique is much like the data-driven technique but more 
sophisticated. With this technique test scripts are split into smaller scripts, which can 
then be used to build several test cases that do not behave exactly the same. This 
means that some of the intelligence is taken out of the test script and put together with 
the data. According to Mark Fewster and Dorothy Graham (1999, p. 91) the 
advantages of this approach are immense. The required number of test scripts is a 
function of the size of the software under test rather than the number of tests. In this 
way many more tests can be created without increasing the number of scripts, this will 
reduce the scripts maintenance cost. An obvious downside to this technique is the 
increasing complexity of the data stored for the test scripts, since they also contains 
small parts of intelligence that would otherwise be in the scripts. 

2.9 Design by Contract 
Design by contract [29] is a method for building requirements into software during 
development. Contracts are specifications of the required functionality of the software. 
Contracts check software-to-software communication and not software-to-outside-
world communication. They are used to verify that a procedure gets valid data and 
produces valid data. Pre-condition and post-conditions are used to accomplish this, 
these are requirements that have to be fulfilled at the beginning and at the end of a 
procedure. For example the remove procedure of a stack would have a pre-condition 
of the stack not being empty and a post-condition of the size of the stack decreased by 
one. 

Contracts can be implemented with assertions; an assertion is an expression that has 
to be fulfilled. With assertions, specifications are checked inside the software, if an 
assertion is violated some action is taken against this. These actions may be different 
depending on the implementation; it may simply be to log the assertion or to shut down 
the software. 

2.10 Code Coverage 
Code coverage [18] is a measurement of how much of the code is actually executed 
during a test. Test cases are supposed to test a program as thoroughly as possible, 
but it is hard to know if all code has been tested. This is where a code coverage 
program can help, it will analyse test cases and report what parts of the code in the 
software under test is run and what is not. During test creation this can help the test 
developer creating better tests. 

2.11 Mock Objects 
A mock object [19] is not a real object; it is an object that to the program looks like the 
real one and generates the desired output. The purpose of a mock object is to 
simulate the real object when it for some reason is not possible to use the real one. 
Dave Thomas and Andy Hunt [19] list seven reasons to use a mock object: 
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• The behaviour of the real object is nondeterministic. 
• The set-up of the real object is difficult. 
• The behaviour of the real object is hard to trigger (for example, a 

network error). 
• The real object suffers from poor performance. 
• A user interface is a part of the real object. 
• The real object needs to know how it was used during a test (for 

example, a test might need to check to see that a call-back function 
was actually called). 

• The real object is not yet created. 

Mock objects can be used in unit testing since units many times rely on other objects 
or external resources. The mock object will act as the real object but it will be pre-
programmed to generate the desired output for the test case. By using mock objects 
time can be saved during testing if a required object fits into one of the reasons listed 
above. 

2.12 Java 
Java is an object oriented programming language which means that data is combined 
with its manipulators into what is called an object. The manipulators are pieces of 
software that defines the behaviour of the object and in the Java world these pieces of 
software are called methods. An object may represent just about anything. Java is 
platform independent, this means that it can execute on any operating system and 
hardware as long as there is a Java Virtual Machine available for the machine 
configuration. 

2.13 XML 
The Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) is a general mark-up language that can be 
used for application communication and to store data. XML is supposed to represent 
data in a standardized way that an application can easily read. A XML document is 
built up of tags that contains data or other tags; these tags are simply names that have 
the syntax of <”tag name”>. Adding a slash in front of the tag name ends a tag; it is 
also possible to set an attribute in every tag. A start-tag with its end-tag is often 
referred to as an element. 

 
<employee id=”123”> 
  <name>Mr. Smith</name> 
  <work>programmer</work> 
</employee> 

Figure 4. An XML Example. 

Figure 4 shows an example that represents employee with id 123 named Mr. Smith 
who is a programmer. The names of the tags are chosen by the document creator and 
therefore require the applications that will read the document to know which tags 
represent which data. This means that just because data is represented by XML does 
not mean that any XML aware application can make any sense of the data it contains. 
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2.14 XML Parser 
The Java API for XML Processing (JAXP) [25] is used for processing XML data in 
Java. JAXP does not provide any XML parsing capabilities by itself; it is more of an 
abstraction layer which a programmer can use to implement a XML parser, making 
XML parsing more standardized. It supports the two most known types of APIs for 
XML parsing, Simple API for XML (SAX) [13] and Document Object Model (DOM) [25]. 
There exists a wide range of implementations of these APIs. 

2.14.1 SAX Parsers 
SAX is an event-driven methodology for processing XML. This parser is made up of 
callbacks that are called when certain tags, data or attributes are found in an XML 
document. These callback methods have to be implemented by the developer to 
handle data from the XML document. 

2.14.2 DOM Parsers 
DOM is a more sophisticated method for parsing XML than SAX. This parser builds up 
a tree structure in memory that represents the XML document. This solution is quite 
logical since a XML document is much like a tree structure. The created tree consists 
of nodes that represent elements in the XML document. This tree can be traversed 
and every node in it contains all the information that the element it represents 
contains. Such as attributes, child nodes (elements) and data. With the DOM parser 
there is no need to implement anything as the SAX parser requires. 

2.14.3 XML Schemas 
XML schemas [12] are used to validate XML documents. They contain information 
about the structure of an XML document. An XML schema is written as an ordinary 
XML document, which is then loaded by the validation software. The validation 
functionality is usually built in to the XML parser, one such parser with this capability is 
the Apache Xerces parser [11]. An XML schema shall according to the w3schools [26] 
define: 

 
• what elements the document can contain 
• what attributes the document can contain 
• child elements and which elements they are 
• child elements order 
• the amount of child elements 
• if an element contains text or is empty 
• elements and attributes data types 
• elements and attributes default and fixed values 
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2.15 Reflection 
Reflection [27] is a package in the Java environment that makes it possible to look 
inside a class during runtime. It gives the developer a possibility to find constructors, 
fields and methods in a class. These can then be accessed with the use of the 
reflection classes in the java.lang.reflect package that represents them. Outside the 
java world this is known as introspection when it is possible to get information about a 
component. A class is represented by the class java.lang.Class and can be accessed 
from an initialised object with the use of the getClass method or by adding “.class” to 
the class name. 

Class theclass = new Integer(0).getClass(); 

Or 

Class theclass = Interger.class; 

Figure 5. Java class example. 

Figure 5 shows two ways to get the class object for the Integer class. This makes it 
possible to not know anything about the object during development but still be able to 
get an objects class type during runtime. With this class object it is possible to get the 
constructors, fields and methods as object. To get instances of these objects, methods 
in the class object are used. These methods work much the same for constructors, 
fields and methods. There are four different methods available for each to achieve the 
desired result, with minor differences in required parameters depending on wanted 
type: 
 

• Get all that are publicly available including the ones in the super 
classes. 

• Search for one that is publicly available includes searching in the 
super classes. 

• Get all that are declared in the class no matter access level, this 
does not include the ones in the super classes. 

• Search for one that is declared in the class no matter security level, 
this does not include searching in the super classes. 

Another feature of the reflection package is the proxy class. It can be used to 
implement an interface during runtime without requiring any knowledge about the 
interface during implementation. It does so by requiring a handler to be created that 
will receive all method calls to the object that implement the specified interface. This 
handler is required to have a “invoke” method that will be invoked when a method call 
is carried out. 

Unfortunately the reflection package has a negative impact on the performance of an 
application. The reflection introduction [27] at IBM has measurements of how big this 
performance loss is. These measurements show that reflection is from 30 to several 
hundred times slower when doing method calls, depending on the Java virtual 
machine implementation. This might seem like a huge performance loss and it is if 
reflection is used heavily in an application. When reflection is rarely used the 
performance loss will not be significant, since even with reflection an operation only 
takes in the order of microseconds. 
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2.16 Related Research 
This section describes some research related to software testing. Each subsection is 
based on an article covering a specific topic. The topics covered are multithreaded test 
generation, regression test selection and test data generation.  

2.16.1 Multithreaded Test Generation 
O. Edelstein [33] describes a tool and its methods used for detecting synchronization 
faults in multithreaded Java applications. The program under test is seeded with a 
sleep(), yield() or priority() primitive during synchronization events and access to 
shared memory. This increases the possibility of finding synchronization faults since 
threads will be scheduled differently than during a normal test run which often is 
scheduled the same between test runs. O. Edelstein [33] also shows experiments 
proving that the method used actually works.  

2.16.2 Regression Test Selection 
Regression testing has been described in section 2.5, but a regression tests can be 
large and require a large amount of time to complete. Todd L. Graves [32] describes 
some of the methods available for selecting only a subset of test cases from a test 
suite. His main focus is investigating which of the described methods gives the best 
result. Here the fault detection rate, the amount of selected test cases and the time to 
execute the selection algorithms are investigated. The result highlight differences 
between the selection methods and describes their tradeoffs. There is no method that 
preferred over another instead strengths and weaknesses are described and when a 
certain method is preferred. 

2.16.3 Test Data Generation 
Generating test data can be very time consuming. Roger Ferguson and Bogdan Korel 
[34] describe techniques that can be used to automate this. They focus in a chaining 
approach technique that uses data dependency analysis to guide the test data 
generation process. Experiments using this technique are also presented, showing 
that the chaining approach may significantly improve chances of finding test data 
compared to the existing techniques described. 
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3 Requirements 
There are some requirements that the framework have to fulfil to be able to test the 
software component described earlier in the easiest possible way. The most important 
of these requirements are listed below. All of them are named to make references to 
them easier. 
 

1 Direct method access: A component delivers its services via service 
interfaces; being able to access these service interface objects 
directly from the framework would be helpful. Since it may be 
different objects for every producer, which would require the test 
developer to write a wraparound method if only one method in the 
object is to be called. This would reduce the many small 
wraparounds needed and make it possible to do method calls for 
minor tests and test adjustments. 

2 Separate data storage: All test data has to be stored separately from 
source code. The preferred file format is XML, since it is a widely 
used and standardized format. Almost anyone that will use this 
framework will most likely have some basic XML knowledge. 

3 Load any object: During testing different types of objects may be 
needed and these objects may be in different states. The framework 
must therefore be able to load any type of object and put it in the 
correct state if data is to be separated from test code. 

4 Observer pattern support: The framework should handle much or all 
observer related issues, such as creating observer objects and 
listening for events on them. It will also be required to handle 
timeouts, keep track of which observer events have occurred and 
which has not. 

5 Result validation: Result validation has to be handled by the 
framework because this may not be as simple as running the 
“equals” methods on two objects. Sometimes only parts of the data 
in an object may need to be validated; also this data may only need 
to be accurate within a certain precision. The framework will need to 
be able to validate data that is returned from methods and data that 
is delivered by the components observer adapters. 
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4 Method 
This section describes the method used during this master thesis. The work was 
divided into a theoretical part and an implementation part. The primary source of 
information was books and information found on the Internet. 

The theoretical part was mostly conducted at the beginning of the work and was aimed 
at gaining knowledge about the components, existing testing techniques and existing 
testing frameworks. Knowledge about the component was an obvious starting point 
and knowledge about testing techniques was thought to be important even if an 
existing framework was found that could be used, since it gave an idea of what could 
be created. Therefore this was carried out before any existing frameworks were 
investigated. It should also be noted that the testing techniques investigation was not 
restricted to testing only but also techniques that could be used to develop a testing 
framework. Techniques such as XML parsing and the Java reflection package were 
also investigated to get an idea of how they worked. Some test implementation were 
carried out for this and to get an estimation of how much work would be required if 
they were to be used. These test implementations also included attempts to load 
object from test strings that could be read from XML files. The investigation of existing 
frameworks, which was the last of the theoretical part, was aimed at finding a 
framework that completely or partly fulfilled the created requirements. This was done 
by evaluating several frameworks found on the internet. Many of them were dismissed 
early by simply looking at their testing capabilities. Frameworks that were found 
interesting were evaluated against the requirements stated in section 3. They did not 
need to fulfil all requirements if it would be possible to add the required features to 
them. A more detailed evaluation of the frameworks that scored well with the 
requirements or could have the missing features added to them was carried out in the 
last step of the evaluation. It should be said that the frameworks included in this report 
are the ones that were found interesting to discuss even if they could or could not 
solve the problem. During the investigation of the existing frameworks many ideas 
were picked up of how a new framework could be built. 

The implementation part was concentrated around designing the new framework and 
implementing it. The design phase was short since most design was thought of during 
the theoretical part; all that had to be done was to document it. When the design was 
completed the framework was implemented, this phase was also relatively short since 
most obstacles was straightened out during the theoretical part with smaller test 
implementations of certain functions. The total time used for the implementation part 
was about 5 weeks; this due to the fact that some work that might have been seen as 
implementation work was actually done during the theoretical part. 
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5 Existing Frameworks 
There are a number of existing frameworks available both commercially and as open 
source. This section describes a few of them that could be of interest when testing the 
components. The ones include here were chosen because they had interesting 
features. Even though some of them has features that are useful does not mean that 
they are suitable to use as will be discussed in section 6. If two frameworks had much 
in common only one of them was included in this section unless they were considered 
to be useable. 

5.1 JUnit 
JUnit is an open source framework designed for regression testing, test are written in 
Java and then executed by the framework. A test is simply a method that belongs to a 
test case and its name begins with test. A test case is a class that extends the abstract 
class TestCase and can be executed separately or as a part of a group of test cases, 
called a test suite. The test methods are executed in no predefined way and a new 
instance of the test case class is created for every test method that is to be executed 
to prevent any side effects between the different tests. Before a test method is 
executed the setup method is executed and afterwards the teardown method. 

A test method cannot have any parameters passed along to it; neither can it have any 
return value. All data that is to be used during testing has to be hard coded into the 
source code of the test or read by the test itself. There exists an extension that does 
read data from file called JTestCase and this will be discussed in section 5.1.1. 

A test is successful if the test method returns and failed if an exception is thrown. It is 
also possible to use one of the many assert methods to fail a test. These methods are 
found in the Assert class, which is in the junit.framework package. There are methods 
for comparing most of the primitive data types or simply fail a test without any data 
comparison or reason. 

5.1.1 JUnit with JTestCase 
As explained it is not possible to pass data along to a test method, but the extension 
JTestCase adds this feature to JUnit. JTestCase makes JUnit data-driven by allowing 
the tester to write XML-files that can be accessed during runtime. Data is not delivered 
to the test method as parameters; instead access to the data is gained through a 
JTestCase object that handles parsing of the XML files. Data can be fetched one by 
one or all at once, when fetching all a hash map containing the data with their mapped 
names is returned. All data that delivered by JTestCase is of the object type and 
therefore needs typecasting to its proper type and primitive types are stored in their 
object wrappers. 
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5.1.2 JUnit with Mock Objects 
There exist implementations of mock objects that can be used with JUnit to support 
the observer pattern. Two of them are EasyMock [6] and jMock [7]; they both work in a 
similar way by automatically creating an object that implement the requested interface. 
These objects are then made available to the developer who can add the object as a 
listener and record a test event. The recording of test events means that all the 
methods that will be called on the object first has to be recorded to let the mock object 
know what method calls are expected. After all the mock object is not the real object 
With EasyMock this is accomplished by first making the expected method calls on the 
mock object and then put it in the replay state. To put the mock object in replay state 
the “replay” method on the mock object controller object has to be called. This 
controller is also used to set return values for method calls if required. The mock 
object now expects the same methods to be called in the same order as they were 
recorded. If an unexpected method is called an assertion failure is generated. 
Validation of data that is passed along as parameters to methods is also supported. By 
default it verifies two objects with the “equals” method, but it is possible to define how 
an object will be validated. This is accomplished by creating own matchers that 
EasyMock can use to validate objects. In jMock the recording is handled slightly 
differently, here the created mock object has a set of methods that is used to record 
test events. These methods can set expected method name, parameters and return 
value. The default data validation of jMock is to use the “equals” method to validate 
data delivered to a method. But it is also possible to define own matchers that validate 
parameter data. 

5.2 Jetif 
Jetif is an open source regression-testing framework where tests are written in Java 
and then executed by the framework. A test method can have data passed to it via its 
parameters and can have a return value that is validated. All data is stored in a 
separate XML file where also test cases are defined. A test case contains one or more 
method calls to test methods with parameters and expected return value. In this way a 
test can be written to use several different methods with different data, this makes it 
possible to reuse test methods. If a method in a test case returns the wrong value 
back to the framework the test case will be failed and no further methods in the current 
test case will be executed. A test case can also be failed with the use of the 
assertTrue method in the TestCase class. 

An object handler handles data that is to be passed to and received from a method. 
This handler parses a string and creates the requested object, or validates an object 
from it. Jetif has some basic handlers built into it that supports the primitive types, 
random numbers, arrays and exceptions. Custom handlers can be added if needed; 
these are written in Java and have to extend the jetif.Handler class. In this way there is 
no limit to what type of objects can be created. 

Jetif does not have many assert methods like Junit do, it only has one. All data 
comparisons have to be done by the handlers or by the developer of the test methods. 
The handler of the primitive types does not support precision. All it does is putting the 
value into an object wrapper and run the “equals” method on it with the desired value. 
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5.3 Jtest 
Jtest is an automated unit-testing software developed by Parasoft. The meaning of 
automated is that it is capable if creating tests by itself without help of the user. It does 
so by analysing the source code, making sure that every scenario is covered to get 
maximum code coverage. This is also known as white box testing when it is possible 
to analyse the source code. It will help finding uncaught runtime exceptions and 
memory leaks. Test cases are automatically created as JUnit tests and when finding 
errors Jtest will categorize them according to their severity. Jtest is also capable of 
analysing code standards and it can identify violations to about 500 of these rules that 
will improve functionality, security, performance and maintainability. It has the 
possibility to correct violations to about 200 of these rules. 

When Jtest is used for regression testing it cannot know what the software under test 
is supposed to do. Therefore it assumes that the software under test works correctly 
the first time. When subsequent tests are run during development it notifies the tester 
of any changes in behaviour of the program under test. 

5.4 TestArchitect 
TestArchitect is a commercial product developed by LogiGear and is what they call an 
action-based framework. Action-based is basically the same as keyword-driven and as 
a matter of fact the keyword-driven approach to testing was first suggested by people 
at LogiGear. TestArchitect is optimised for distributed testing teams with the use of 
shared servers. These servers require either Microsoft Access or Microsoft SQL 
server. LogiGear claims that TestArchitect is suitable for any sized organization. They 
also claim that they have an easy way of managing test scripts without having several 
thousands of them. According to them a typical project will have tens to hundreds of 
these scripts [3] that are used to build up hundreds to thousands of test cases. These 
test cases are written in a spreadsheet interface where scripts are called to perform 
actions. 

5.5 TestComplete 
TestComplete is a commercial product developed by AutomatedQA. It can do a wide 
variety of tests and among these are unit and regression testing. Tests are written as 
scripts that are executed by the framework and there are several scripting languages 
to choose from, such as Jscript, DelphiScript, VBScript and more. Jscript is the 
Microsoft implementation of JavaScript and JavaScript is independent of Java [5]. 
There is also support for data-driven testing. 

There is native support for applications written in Visual Studio .NET, Java, Visual 
Basic, C++ (Visual C++ and C++ Builder), Delphi and Web applications. In the case of 
Java it is possible to look inside of an object and find out what public methods, 
properties and variables it contains. This requires Java code to be added to the 
component under test, which then has to be removed when testing is complete. It is 
also possible with the unit-testing feature to execute a method directly in the Java test 
code. These methods cannot have any parameters or return values, and exceptions 
are used to fail a test. A new instance of the class is created for every method that is 
invoked. 
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6 Evaluation of Existing Frameworks 
Some existing frameworks have been described in section 5. In this section there will 
be an evaluation of these frameworks to see if they could be used to test the software 
components described earlier. First a brief discussion of the requirements, then an 
evaluation of all the frameworks from the previous section with a more detailed 
discussion regarding the most promising frameworks and last a conclusion. 

6.1 Framework Requirements 
For the evaluation several requirements was created. Most of these requirements 
originate from section 3 as they were or split into several requirements. The 
requirements that were the same as in section 3 were “direct method access”, “load 
any object”, “observer pattern support” and “result validation”. The requirement 
“separate data storage” was split into a “data-driven” and a “keyword-driven” 
requirement. These two requirements represents the data-driven and keyword-driven 
technique described in section 2 and only one of them needs to be satisfied. A “java 
support” requirement was also added during the evaluation.  

The Java support is not a part of the requirements in section 3 but will make the 
interaction with the components easier. If a framework is not capable of interacting 
with the components Java wrappers will be needed, which the framework scripts then 
can interact with. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Example of a non-Java framework that interacts with a component. 

Figure 6 shows an example of how this interaction could be performed. It would be 
possible to write a generic wrapper that is reusable, but there exists at least one 
problem with this solution though, the wrapper could never shut down, since it would 
lose all internal states such as registered observers and component object. The 
solution to this is having a wrapper application that runs during the entire test and gets 
its commands from the framework. This however will make the wanted test solution 
more complex than it has to be. The Java wrapper application would need to handle 
much of the work for the framework. Such as object loading, result validation and 
observers pattern support that is most easily created with Java. This leaves little work 
to do for the actual framework if it does not support Java and it makes the Java 
support more of a requirement. 
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6.2 Framework Evaluation 
Table 1 shows which requirements that the different frameworks in the evaluation 
fulfils. Note that Jtest has pretty much the same limitations as JUnit, since Jtest 
generates JUnit test cases. The data-driven field is left empty if a framework is 
keyword-driven, because a keyword-driven framework can be used much like a data-
driven framework. 

 
 Junit Jetif Jtest TestArchitect TestComplete 
Direct method access No No No No No 
Data-driven No***  No  Yes 
Keyword-driven No Yes No Yes No 
Load any object No* Yes No* No No 
Observer pattern support No**** No No No No 
Result validation No**** Yes** No No No 
Java support Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Table 1. Requirement summary of evaluated frameworks. 
 

*, Possible from Java code. 
**, No support for the observers. 
***, Possible with the Jtestcase extension. 
****, Possible with mock object extensions such as EasyMock and jMock. 

The JUnit framework does not have many of the desired features. In fact it fulfils least 
requirements of all the frameworks, but with the use of extensions, functionality can be 
added to it so that it can support some of the wanted features. Unfortunately adding 
these extensions does not completely solve the problem. This is discussed more in 
depth in section 6.2.2. 

Jetif has many of the desired features that are wanted, except it does not support the 
observer pattern and it cannot access a method in the software under test directly. 
Instead access to the component has to be carried out through a wrapper in the test 
case code as shown in figure 7 and all observers has to be handled by the test case 
code. Jetif is discussed more in depth in section 6.2.1. 

 
Test case 

(Java) 
Component Jetif  

 

Figure 7. Interaction example for Jetif and a component. 

Jtest as mentioned earlier suffers from the same drawbacks, as JUnit does. Its 
capability of generating test cases by it self does not make up for the drawbacks of 
using JUnit since the generated test cases do not reflect the requirements of the 
component. If Jtest would create usable test cases the JUnit limitations would not have 
been a concern since the test code would have been generated automatically. 

TestArchitects lack of Java support makes this framework not very suitable even 
though it is keyword-driven. As described earlier using a non-Java supported 
framework will require much Java code to be written to make the framework interact 
with the component. It will also require scripts to be written that interact with the Java 
wrapper. There are no benefits of using such a framework except maybe it delivers a 
good test case editor. TestArchitect also requires other software to work. 
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TestComplete lacks a lot of the requested features. This is mostly due to the fact that 
Jscript is not Java and therefore it will lack most of the features a Java-supported 
framework could have. Even though it has limited Java-support to monitor internals 
and execute methods, there is nothing that could call methods with parameters. 
Therefore it has the same problem as other frameworks that do not support Java. 

6.2.1 Jetif Evaluation 
As described previously Jetif was the framework that fulfilled the most requirements 
and had the least amount of drawbacks. But it still has drawbacks, such as not being 
able to access the component methods directly from the framework and the lack of 
observer pattern support. Otherwise this framework is keyword-driven which is good if 
it is possible to access the component methods directly since this would decrease the 
amount of Java code that has to be written. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Test case 
code (Java) 

Component Framework 

Figure 8. The preferred way of interaction with a component. 

Figure 8 shows how a framework should be connected to the component to fulfil the 
“direct method access” requirement. When a test case is created direct access to the 
component methods is possible, but it would also be possible to run test code from the 
test case. As can be seen in figure 7 Jetif does not work like this and changes would 
be required to support this. The lack of observer pattern support limits Jetifs capability 
of result validation since it would only be capable of verifying the return value of a 
method call. As explained earlier this is a big drawback since it would leave the 
observer handling to the test developer. 
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These two missing features could be added to Jetif, but Jetif is a rather large 
framework containing a lot of other features that are not required to test a component. 
For example there is support for EJB, Enterprise Java Beans, and remote testing, 
which is not wanted. Features like this makes Jetif quite large, version 1.4.1 contains 
about 130 class files and there is no developer manual available at the time of writing. 
The created framework has to be well documented and the design kept as simple as 
possible to allow further development of the framework. By choosing to extend Jetif 
these two requirements will not be fulfilled easily, due to it size and lack of 
documentation. Jetif would first have to be well documented and possibly have some 
unwanted features removed for it to reduce the amount of source code. Afterwards the 
observer and direct method access support would have to be added. Adding the direct 
method access support to Jetif would break the object loading mechanism. Because it 
may not always know the correct types of the parameters a method requires. This is 
due to the fact that Jetif uses the Java reflection package to determine the types of 
objects a method requires as parameters. This requires that only one method with the 
same name exists, which cannot be assumed about a component. Therefore changes 
to object loader code are required. These two changes would make Jetif so modified 
that it will not be compatible with any future releases and would most likely make other 
features cease working. It cannot be guarantied that everything in the framework 
actually works without immense testing. 

These drawbacks make Jetif quite hard to modify and error prone. While creating a 
new framework would require more source code to be written, it would be tested and 
documented during development. The smaller design and less amount of source code 
of a new framework would make it easier to have complete knowledge of side effects 
when making changes to it. Therefore a new framework is considered to be a better 
solution over Jetif. 

6.2.2 JUnit Evaluation 
JUnit lacks many of the requested features, but some of these features can be added 
with the use of extensions. Therefore it should be discussed whether JUnit with 
extensions is suitable to use. In this case the JTestCase extension and a mock object 
extension are used. With these extensions it would be possible to separate data from 
test code and support the observer pattern. If the EasyMock or jMock extension is 
used for observer pattern support they will provide object validation support for the 
observer data and this validation could also be used to validate return values. 

There are some drawbacks to this solution, as discussed earlier the use of several 
extensions can make the framework hard to use since the test developer needs to 
learn how to use all extensions. The JTestCase extension is not as simple as one 
might wish and there is only a limited amount of predefined types that JTestCase can 
load. This will require that data is first loaded with JTestCase and then the required 
object is created manually in Java with the loaded data. This adds burden to the test 
developer and also the loading itself requires some attention as can be seen in 
appendix 1, source code 1. This shows an example from the JTestCase homepage [8] 
of how to load data from a XML file. All data loading should be handled by the 
framework and delivered to the test method as parameters instead of leaving it to the 
test developer as JTestCase does. When using mock objects the loaded data will have 
to be passed to the mock objects, again this should be handled by the framework. 
Without the need for the test developer to write code that passes data along to the 
mock object extensions. 
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It would be possible to create an extension that minimizes these drawbacks. But this 
would be like creating a new framework, since almost all requested features have to 
be implemented. The XML reader has to be connected to the object loading facility 
and the observer support facility. This relieves the test developer of controlling them 
all, since data needs to be passed between these facilities. There would also be a 
need for a logger that can log errors that tell which data was used when a test fail. The 
assert methods in JUnit only point to a certain place in the code where an error was 
discovered. This makes finding data in an ordinary JUnit test easy, since it is hard 
coded in the test case. But when data is delivered by an extension there has to be 
some way to point to the data. JUnit does not support data to be delivered to the test 
method as parameters; instead it has to be fetched by the test developer. These two 
limitations would be possible to work around, but there has to be modifications made 
to JUnit. All this makes JUnit not very suitable instead a new framework is considered 
a better solution. 

6.3 Conclusion of Framework Evaluation 
The evaluation of the two most promising frameworks, Jetif and JUnit both concluded 
that a new framework was the better solution. Even though it would be possible to 
modify them to work with the components it would require at least the same amount of 
work as creating a new framework. A new framework would not suffer from the 
limitations that JUnit and Jetif has. These limitations may not be significant but still 
they are limitations.  
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7 Design and Implementation 
As discussed in section 6 a new framework was considered to be the best solution for 
implementing the requirements stated earlier. It was also mentioned that a keyword-
driven framework is the preferred solution. This section will describe the design of both 
the framework and the XML documents. It will also discuss requirements put on the 
component and implementation issues that were discovered during development. 

7.1 Tools 
During development a typical EMW Java Development Environment was used. This 
environment included everything needed during development. It contained the 
following tools: 

 
• Eclipse [21] for source code editing. 
• ClearCase [23] for version control. 
• JUnit [1] for unit testing. 
• Rational Rose XDE Developer for Java [22] for UML modelling. 
• Java™ 2 SDK version 1.4.2 [24] as the java compiler and virtual 

machine. 

7.2 Design Decisions 
With the decision to create a new framework came the possibility to use any 
techniques available to create the best possible framework. This section describes the 
design decisions taken during development. Many of the decisions presented here 
explain how requirements were fulfilled. 

The “direct method access” requirement states that the framework must be able to 
execute methods on different objects. To create this feature the Java reflection 
package was used. Reflection is described in section 2 and was the only package 
found that could do this. 

The “load any object” requirement states that the framework must be able to load any 
type of object. Parsing a text string into an object could be accomplished by different 
approaches. One was described in section 6, which requires the test developer to 
write a handler for the object to be loaded. This places no limits to what types of 
objects can be loaded since the handler developer will handle special cases 
separately for each object. In this way all objects can be loaded no matter special 
cases, the second approach was to create an object loader that could load any type of 
object without requiring code to be written. This has been tried and accomplished by 
requiring the user to write the data string in Java constructor style. For example the 
class Dot had a constructor that took three Integer objects as parameters. The input to 
the object loader then looked like this: 

Dot(java.lang.Integer(1),java.lang.Integer(1),java.lang.Integer(1)) 
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The Dot object was loaded recursively by loading the Integers it depended on first and 
then passing these as parameters to the constructor of the Dot class. The constructors 
could be found once the class types of the parameters were found. The parameters 
that were passed to the integers were handled as strings. This loader was capable of 
loading objects that required even deeper recursion. Loading objects like this looked 
promising at first, but when looking at more advanced classes’ limitations appeared, 
such as when data could only be set on the object with setter methods. This problem 
could have been solved by having extra data passed along to the loader containing 
information on what setters to set and with what data. For example: 

Dot(java.lang.Integer(1),java.lang.Integer(1),java.lang.Integer(1)), size=2 

This would load the object and then call the setter for the size field in the Dot class but 
this would only work with setters. It could be expanded to work with other methods in a 
similar way as the setters. This was much like moving object creation from Java to the 
data file and let the object loader handle it which is not preferred since the Java 
compiler handles error checking much better. There was a third approach to loading 
objects that should be mentioned. Dr. John Hunt [9] gives an insight of how an object 
could be saved to disk in XML and then loaded. Unfortunately the generated XML from 
this would have been quite complex and time consuming for a person to write. To be 
able to automatically create the XML a loaded object would be required. This would 
require the user to write Java code that loads and then saves every object as XML that 
is to be used during testing. It also requires the objects that are to be saved and 
loaded to support this by implementing certain functionality which is not always 
possible. A similar implementation named “persistence.XML” [10] that creates XML 
objects also exists. This implementation does not require any functionality to be 
implemented into the objects that are to be saved and loaded. Unfortunately, due to 
Java permission problems, getting this software running failed. But the XML files 
described by Dr. John Hunt [9] was quite complex and this can also be assumed about 
the XML files generated by “persistence.XML”. It should be noted that 
“persistence.XML” overrides some security features of Java. Among those is access to 
read and write any field in an object no matter their access level, which would not be 
preferred in a testing framework. Having discussed these three alternatives and their 
drawbacks, the loader that would make the test developer create a handler that loads 
the object seemed to be the best choice. Due to the fact that a loader like this would 
be capable of loading almost any type of objects. 

The “result validation” requirement states that the framework must be able to validate 
any type of objects. This may not be as simple as just loading the expected object and 
then using the “equals” method to compare the objects. Some of these objects may 
not even have this method implemented and not all fields in an object may need 
validation. The solution to this was to require the test developer to write a handler that 
could validate an object from a string contain expected data. This has the advantage 
that the test developer may create a complex validation handler if needed. When 
“equals” can be used to validate data the test developer could simply load the 
expected object with the object loader described earlier and then run the “equals” 
method. 
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The “separate data storage” requirement states that data was to be stored separately 
from the test code. Techniques for doing this have also been described earlier in 
section 2. There were two alternatives to accomplish this; those were the data-driven 
and the keyword-driven techniques. As discussed in section 2 the keyword-driven 
technique had some advantages over the data-driven technique. These benefits were 
found to be valuable to this new framework, since it would make it possible to reuse 
scripts even more than with the data-driven technique. For these reasons the keyword-
driven technique was chosen for the new framework. It was also thought that the 
keyword-driven technique would not increase the complexity of using the framework 
much compared to the data-driven technique. 

Due to the requirement of data to be stored separately from the source code it would 
have to be stored elsewhere. Section 3 stated that the preferred way was in an XML 
file. To be able to parse XML files a parser is required, the decision of parser fell on 
Apache Xerces [11] because this parser is a SAX [13] parser that has the capability of 
handling XML schemas [12], which the default parser in Java 1.4 does not have. XML 
schemas are used to validate the XML files loaded by framework, which means that 
the error checking is handled by the parser and not the framework itself. The SAX 
parser was chosen for its simplicity and the possibility to build a customised tree. This 
means that the testing part of the framework does not have to be aware of the XML 
parsing part. With a DOM parser the tree would be created by the parser but to get 
data from it the testing part of the framework would have to be aware of XML parsing 
and do work to get data from the tree. With the SAX parser the XML and testing part of 
the framework are separated. 

The “observer pattern support” requirement states that the framework should handle 
observer related issues. Observer pattern support can be created with the use of mock 
objects. The framework needs an observer object that it can send to the component. 
This observer object needs to send all events to the framework and needs to 
implement an interface specified by the component. With a mock object it is possible 
to implement the interface required by the component and have the mock object 
sending every event on it to the framework. Therefore mock objects are ideal to use 
for observer pattern support. This also eliminates the need to manually create an 
observer object when testing a component. As discussed earlier there exist several 
implementations of mock objects. The mock object taken into consideration here will 
be jMock since EasyMock depends on JUnit. jMock would have to be integrated into 
the created framework. This would require that the created framework could use the 
same handler as the mock object to validate an object. Unfortunately the way jMock’s 
matchers are built is not similar to the way the object handlers in the created 
framework would be built. jMock matchers are built not just to validate the parameters 
of a method call; they are built to validate whole method calls. Meaning the invocation 
matcher controls how a jMock object matches and validates incoming method 
invocations against the expected, which makes jMock very flexible. This feature if used 
with the created framework could be used to pass all received data to the framework 
for validation. This however does not reduce the amount of code to be written. The 
only simplification using jMock would be the creation of mock objects but the Java 
reflection package has functionality to accomplish this in a fairly simple way. Therefore 
a new mock object implementation was the best choice. 
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Apart from the requirements in section 3, contracts in the test scripts are also a 
desirable feature. These could be used to abort tests if certain conditions are not met 
during testing and are only inserted into the test code and not the component. 
Contracts inserted into the component are not desirable since the component under 
test would not be the same as the released component. 

Threads inside the components make it possible that two or more observer object 
methods are invoked at the same time by different threads. This means that the 
observer handling facility has to be thread-safe. The method calls on the components 
service interface may also return before all observer events occur due to the threads. 
This means that a method return directly on the service interface or on a test method 
cannot be used to decide whether all observer events for that test method should have 
occurred by that time. The solution to this is to use timeout for observer event. This 
means that if an observer event is not delivered within the specified timeout it will be 
marked as not delivered. The framework should also continue listening for observer 
events as long as the invoked test method is executing even if all timeouts has 
expired. This is done to gain useful information for debugging the component and to 
avoid passing tests that should be failed due to unexpected observer events. The 
framework may stop listening for observer events when all expected observer events 
have occurred and the test method has returned to avoid waiting for timeouts to 
expire. This does however require the framework to listen for a short while after the 
last event to make sure that no unexpected observer events occurs. 

A logger for the framework would also be required to log results of tests. To do this a 
logger with the most basic but needed functionality was created. It works by building a 
test log trace during a method execution with data that is logged to file if the current 
method fails. By only logging traces of failed methods the amount of data logged is 
kept low and therefore making the log file easier to read. 

7.3 Design Presentation 
The design of the framework was created using UML. There were two types of 
diagrams created, a class diagram and a sequence diagram. These are the two 
diagrams that were thought to give the most valuable information during 
implementation. 
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SuiteEntity

- mname : String = ""
- mclass : String = ""

+ SuiteEntity (  )
+ createChild (  )
+ setAttribute (  )
+ equals (  )
+ getHandlers (  )
+ getTestCases (  )
+ getName (  )
+ getClassName (  )

IEntity

+ createChild (  )
+ setAttribute (  )
+ equals (  )

TestCaseEntity

- mname : String = ""

+ TestCaseEntity (  )
+ createChild (  )
+ setAttribute (  )
+ equals (  )
+ getName (  )
+ getMethods (  )

MethodEntity

- mname : String = ""
- mobject : String = ""

+ MethodEntity (  )
+ createChild (  )
+ setAttribute (  )
+ equals (  )
+ getName (  )
+ getObject (  )
+ getReturnval (  )
+ getException (  )
+ getParams (  )
+ getObservers (  )

HandlerEntity

- data : StringBuffer

+ HandlerEntity (  )
+ createChild (  )
+ setAttribute (  )
+ addText (  )
+ equals (  )
+ getText (  )

ITextEntity

+ addText (  )
+ getText (  )

ObserverEntity

- mmethod : String = ""
- mobject : String = ""
- mtimeout : long = 1000

+ ObserverEntity (  )
+ createChild (  )
+ setAttribute (  )
+ equals (  )
+ getObject (  )
+ getMethod (  )
+ getParams (  )
+ getReturnval (  )
+ getTimeout (  )

ObjectEntity

- data : StringBuffer
- mtype : String = ""

+ ObjectEntity (  )
+ createChild (  )
+ setAttribute (  )
+ addText (  )
+ equals (  )
+ getText (  )
+ getType (  )

- returnval

- returnval

- exception

XMLParser

+ XMLParser (  )
+ parse (  )
+ startElement (  )
+ endElement (  )
+ characters (  )
+ error (  )
+ fatalError (  )

- root

Framework

+ main (  )
+ run (  )

TestExec

- testclass : Class = null
- methodexecOK : boolean

+ TestExec (  )
+ runTest (  )
- runTestCase (  )
- runMethod (  )
- verifyObserverParams (  )
- loadObjectHandler (  )
- loadTestCaseClass (  )

ObjectLoader

+ ObjectLoader (  )
+ addHandler (  )
+ loadObject (  )
+ verify (  )
+ getSupportedTypes (  )

- loader

SuiteLogger

- filename : String = ""
- mtestcase : String = ""
- mmethod : String = ""
- mmethodobject : String = ""
- trace : StringBuffer

+ SuiteLogger (  )
+ close (  )
+ setTestcase (  )
+ setMethod (  )
+ logSuiteError (  )
+ logTestCaseError (  )
+ addMethodTrace (  )
+ addMethodTracenl (  )
+ logMethodError (  )
+ logMethodOK (  )
+ log (  )
+ logException (  )

- suitelogger

- handlers

* - testcases

1..*

- methods

1..*
- params

*

- observers

*

TestCase

+ TestCase (  )
+ setup (  )
+ teardown (  )
+ createObserver (  )
+ createObserver (  )
+ removeObserver (  )
+ getObserver (  )
+ addObject (  )
+ removeObject (  )
+ getObject (  )
+ getObserverOutput (  )
+ execMethod (  )
+ assertTrue (  )

- testcaseobj

FIFO

+ FIFO (  )
+ get (  )
+ add (  )

- fifo

ObserverOutput

- mobject : String
- mmethod : String
- arriveTime : long
- mreturntype : Class = null

+ ObserverOutput (  )
+ getArriveTime (  )
+ getData (  )
+ getMethod (  )
+ getObject (  )
+ setReturnval (  )
+ getReturnval (  )
+ getReturntype (  )

- fifo

*

IObjectHandler

+ loadObject (  )
+ getSupportedTypes (  )
+ verify (  )

- handlers

*

DivHandler

+ DivHandler (  )
+ loadObject (  )
+ getSupportedTypes (  )
+ verify (  )

PrimitiveTypeHandler

+ PrimitiveTypeHandler (  )
+ loadObject (  )
+ getSupportedTypes (  )
+ verify (  )

FWException

+ FWException (  )
+ FWException (  )
+ FWException (  )
+ FWException (  )

- params

*

«innerclass of TestExec»
ObserverRunner

~ mtimeout : long
~ mreturnvalue : boolean

+ ObserverRunner (  )
+ run (  )
+ getReturnvalue (  )

~ mobservers

«innerclass of TestCase»
ObserverInvocationHandler

- mname : String

+ ObserverInvocationHandler (  )
+ invoke (  )

1..*

1

Diagram 1. Class diagram for the framework. 

Diagram 1 shows the class diagram of the framework. All entity classes are created by 
the XMLparser, which parses a XML file and builds a tree representing the XML 
document structure. The purposes of the classes are briefly described below and a 
more detailed description of them can be found in the Javadoc of the source code. 

IEntity: An interface that is used by the XML parser to create child nodes in the tree 
and set attributes. This is useful to hide the complexity of the tree from the XML parser 
and gives it a simple structure. 

ITextEntity: An interface that extends the IEntity interface and adds functionality to a 
node in the tree. If an object implements this interface it is possible to add text to the 
object. 

HandlerEntity: A class representing an object handler definition in the XML document. 
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SuiteEntity: A class representing a test suite, it implements the IEntity interface. This is 
the root node of the test tree that the XML parser builds. In this node handler and test 
case nodes are added. 

TestCaseEntity: A class representing a test case, it implements the IEntity interface. It 
contains the methods to be called during test. 

MethodEntity: A class representing a method call, it implements the IEntity interface. 
This node also contains expected return value, thrown exception, parameters and 
expected data from observer events. 

ObjectEntity: A class representing an object, it implements the ITextEntity interface. 
This makes it possible to store a string containing the data needed to create the 
object. 

ObserverEntity: A class representing a event on an observer, it implements the IEntity 
interface. This node contains the expected parameters, return value and timeout for 
this observer event. 

XMLParser: This class is responsible for the creation of the tree representing the test 
suite. It extends DefaultHandler in the org.xml.sax.helpers package. 

Framework: This is the class containing the main method and it is relatively small. The 
purpose of this class is to make sure that XML parsing worked and then start the test. 

TestExec: This class is responsible for the test execution and this is where the actual 
tests are executed. It contains a thread that verifies data arriving from the component 
via observer objects. 

SuiteLogger: This class handles the logging for a test suite run. A new logger is 
created for every suite. 

ObjectLoader: This class is responsible for loading and verifying objects to and from 
the component. It works like a forwarder to the object handlers that actually do the 
work, by knowing which handler to use for different types. All object handlers that are 
registered with this loader must implement the IObjectHandler interface. 

IObjectHandler: An interface that is used to implement an object handler. 

DivHandler: This class is an object handler and therefore implements the 
IObjectHandler interface. It can load and validate strings, it can also validate if an 
object is null. 

PrimitiveTypeHandler: This class is an object handler and therefore implements the 
IObjectHandler interface. It can load and validate any of the primitive types in Java (int, 
float, long, short, double, boolean, byte, char). 

TestCase: This class is an abstract class that needs to be extended containing setup, 
teardown and test methods. It contains functionality for creating observers and storing 
objects that can be referred to from the XML document. 

FIFO: This class holds data received from the component by the observer objects, it is 
thread-safe.  

ObserverOutput: This class holds the actual data from an observer event that is stored 
in the FIFO. It also contains a synchronization feature to let the invoked method on an 
observer object wait for the framework to find its return value. 

FWException: This is an exception that is used internally by the framework. It extends 
the java.lang.Exception class. 
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ObserverInvocationHandler: This class handles any method invocation on an observer 
object. 

ObserverRunner: This class is run as a thread and therefore implements the interface 
Runnable. Its purpose is to validate observer events and data. 

 

 

 : TestCase

 : ObjectLoader

: SuiteLogger

 : TestExec

 : XMLParser

 : Framework

1 : TestExec (  ) 

2 : XMLParser (  ) 

3 : parse ( file ) 

4 : runTest ( suite ) 
5 : SuiteLogger ( name ) 

6 : ObjectLoader (  ) 

7 : addHandler ( handler ) 

8 : runTestCase ( testcase ) 

9 : TestCase (  ) 

10 : setup (  ) 

11 : runMethod ( method ) 

12 : loadObject ( data , type ) 

13 : execMethod ( method , obj , arg ) 

14 : verify ( obj , data , type , diff ) 

15 : teardown (  ) 

16 : close (  ) 

addHandler is called unknown 
number of times. Depending on 
the number of handlers defined in 
the test suite.

This is done for every 
object that needs to 
be loaded.A thread that handles observer 

data is started before the exec
Method is run. It terminates when 
the method runMethod is 
completed.

runMethod may be called more 
than once. If a test case contains 
more than one method call.

runTestCase may be called more 
than once. If a test suite contains 
more than one test case.

A loop is started before the parse 
method is called and it contains 
the parse and runTest method 
call. It loops until all XML files has 
been parsed and run.

Not called if an exception was 
delivered from the called method.

Diagram 2. Sequence diagram for the framework. 

Diagram 2 shows the sequence diagram that was created to give an overview of how 
the framework executed. As can be seen this diagram does not offer a great level of 
detail of what is happening, it was meant only to give a rough overview. It does not 
show the part were data arrives to the framework from the component via an observer 
object since it is a relatively small part and contains few method calls. 
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7.4 XML Design 
Apart from software design it was also necessary to create a design for the XML 
layout. This design had to be created before the actual implementation could begin. 
There were some requirements that had to be met in terms of what had to be possible 
to specify in the XML document: 

 
• A test suite that defined the suite name and name of test case class. 
• A way of registering object handlers belonging to a test suite. 
• A way of specifying a test case with an associated name. 
• A way of specifying method calls with their names and objects to be 

executed in. These had to belong to a test case. 
• A way of specifying parameters with type and be associated with a 

method call. 
• A way of specifying return value of a method call. 
• A way of specifying expected observer events on an observer object. 

These had to belong to a method call and have a timeout. 
• A way of specifying expected data and type arriving to an observer 

object. 
• A way of specifying the return value with type to return to an 

observer event. 
 

As can be seen from these requirements the structure is tree like. XML documents 
also have a tree like structure. Therefore these requirements were easily implemented 
into an XML layout. 

 
<suite name=”suite name” class=”test case class”> 
  <handler>Handler class</handler> 
  <testcase name=”test case name”> 
    <method name=”method name” object=”object to executed method in”> 
      <param type=”object type”>Data to create object</param> 
      <return type=”object type”>Data to verify object</return> 
      <observer object=”observer object” method=”method in observer”  
                        timeout=”timeout in ms”> 
        <param type=”object type”>Data to verify object</param> 
        <return type=”object type”>Data to create object</return> 
      </observer> 
    </method> 
  </testcase> 
</suite> 

Figure 9. XML document layout for the framework. 
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Figure 9 shows the structure of the proposed XML layout, there were also some 
restrictions that had to be placed on the layout. Certain tags are sometimes limited to 
the number of times that they can be specified, both upper and lower limits. For 
example there must be at least one “testcase” tag inside a suite tag. The same goes 
for the method tag that must appear at least once inside s “testcase” tag. The return 
tag must be specified once inside the method and observer tag. Almost all attributes 
are required except for the object attribute in the method tag and the timeout attribute 
in the observer tag. These two has default values that makes it possible to leave them 
out. The object attribute has an empty string as default, which specifies that it is a 
static method that is to be called and the timeout has a default of 1000, which means a 
timeout of 1 second. These requirements are enforced with the use of XML schemas. 

7.5 Component Requirements 
It was possible to put requirements on the component and the strategy here was to 
have as few requirements as possible on it. One requirement thought of was the start-
up procedure of a component. A standardised way to do this would mean that the 
component class could be specified in the XML specification file and the framework 
would automatically start-up the component when running tests. Unfortunately this 
may not be as simple as just running a method in the component; it may require 
parameter or properties set at start-up. This could be worked around and made 
possible but this relieves the test developer of very little work. Even if starting up the 
component was tricky the start-up procedure could be reused every time it was 
needed. Therefore this was not suggested, even though future work may allow this.  

The only requirement that was put on the component was that all data that is to be 
validated by the framework has to have a “toString” method. This is required since the 
framework uses this method when it logs data. If this method is not implemented the 
default “toString” in the Object class will be used which output could be hard to 
understand for users reading the log files. 

7.6 Implementation Notes 
Implementing the framework revealed three problems that were not thought of during 
design. These three problems were of such severity that they required design changes 
to be solved. The first was a security problem when executing a method directly on an 
object belonging to the component. This was due to the security level set on the 
method and class belonging to the component. If it was not set to public an 
IllegalAccessException was thrown when the method was executed. This is due to 
Java security policy “do not allow code from a different package to call a non-public 
method in an object” [14]. This is the case with the framework that has its own 
package and the solution was to have the test case class execute the method. The 
solution only works if the test case class belongs to the components package. It also 
added the requirement of the test developer to write this simple method since cannot 
be implemented in the super class of the test case. The super class of the test case 
class is the TestCase class and belongs to the framework package. 
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The second problem that appeared was how to handle null objects. Verifying null did 
not cause any problems but creating them caused a problem since reflection searches 
for the method to be executed with the class types of the parameters for the method. 
When an object is null it is not possible to get the class type from the object without 
generating a null pointer exception. Unfortunately this design flaw was not solved 
since it would require redesign of the object-loading interface. This redesign would 
require the object loaders to also deliver the class type of an object even if it is null. 
Another solution to this problem would be to handle objects that are null as wildcards. 
This would require a simple search algorithm to be implemented that could get all 
available methods from a class and then search the method list for a match. Such an 
operation is not supported by reflection since it would be possible to find several 
matches. For example if two methods named “doit” exist in a class and one uses the 
object type X and the other object type Y. If then null was to be passed to one of them 
when null was treated as a wildcard a search would find them both suitable as 
matches. This would be a drawback of this solution but the benefit is that it would not 
change the design of the framework as the first solution does, and does not add 
complexity of writing handlers. 

The third was a weakness in the validation of data arriving to the framework via 
observer objects. The problem was when data is validated it is matched together with 
an expected result from the XML specification file. The framework does not care of the 
order that observer events occur in due to the possibility of threads inside the 
component. This works well when few observer events are generated, but when larger 
amounts are generated this could cause problems. It would be possible for a faulty 
observer event to be accepted as one that was intended to arrive later. This does not 
mean that a test case could be passed when it should be failed since a faulty observer 
event that matches another expected event would be passed but when the correct 
event arrives the framework cannot find a match and will fail the test case. This will 
however result in that the observer event that was correct is logged as a faulty event 
and not the real faulty event. A solution to this would be to require the expected 
observer outputs to be defined in the XML specification file in the same order that they 
arrive from the component or at least the same order between the data for certain 
observer objects. This alternative was planned during design to be a settable option 
but was never implemented due to lack of time. This solution would help finding such 
errors and therefore it should have been implemented. Another solution to this 
problem would be to divide the expected data from the observers into groups. Then 
letting the test script set what groups of data it expects at the moment. This would 
increase the structure of the XML specification file making it easier to read and also 
easier to find where a test failed. It would however not eliminate the need to be able to 
set the option where the framework checks the order of data arrival. 

As discussed at the end of section 7.2 a short delay was required if the framework was 
going to stop listening for observer events when all expected occurred. This delay was 
chosen to be 100 ms and was set to be executed no matter the reason to stop 
listening. The delay was not chosen with any consideration to the components or 
computer speed, it was chosen so that it would not prolong the test execution 
noticeably and to hopefully be enough to catch any unexpected observer events. 

Object handlers that are loaded automatically by the object loading facility support the 
following types: String, double, null (validation only), char, byte, short, float, int and 
boolean. These are the most commonly used and the primitive types needed special 
handling in the framework during development. Arrays of these types are not 
supported. 
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8 Discussion 
This section will discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the newly created 
framework. It will both include discussion if some of the feature decisions were right or 
wrong and a discussion about the functionality of the framework. Solutions if any will 
also be proposed for weaknesses. 

After testing the framework against an existing component a discussion about the 
usefulness of the “direct method access” requirement is needed. Even though this 
feature works well when few method calls on the component were made from the XML 
specification file it became a difficult task to create the file once the amount of calls 
increased. As discussed in the section 2 about keyword-driven testing technique only 
a small part of the scripts intelligence was supposed to be moved out of the actual test 
script and into the data file. When the “direct method access” feature is used it is 
possible to move a lot of the script intelligence to the XML specification file, which is 
not recommended. However as specified in section 3 this feature could be really useful 
when a test require a few methods to be executed for minor tests and test 
adjustments. Even though it was known in advance that this feature would be limited 
by how much intelligence could be moved to the XML specification file it was not clear 
much that could actually be moved. With this said the usefulness of this feature is 
slightly decreased, since its use is somewhat limited. However this feature is a key 
element if the graphical test creation suggestion that is presented in section 9.1 is 
implemented. 

The framework’s logger turned out to work well but proved to be a problem during 
testing of the framework since logs would not have been written to disk properly if the 
framework unexpectedly crashed. A simple solution to this would have been to flush 
the file buffers every time log data was added, with some small performance loss. This 
however would not help much since the method execution trace resides in memory 
and is only written to disc after a method is failed. This should be kept in mind for 
further development of the framework and the solution to this problem was to put 
ordinary printouts in the code during development. 

As discussed in section 7.6 the chosen delay to listen for unexpected observer events 
discussed at the end of section 7.2 was 100 ms. The obvious drawback of the 100 ms 
delay is that the execution of the next method in the test case is delayed 100 ms. 
When executing many methods these delay adds up and prolongs the execution of the 
tests. Another drawback is that the delay was not chosen with any consideration to the 
components or computer speed. A better solution would be to have the delay as a 
settable option in the XML specification file since the length of the delay may not 
appropriate for every test case and some test cases may not even need them. 

The “result validation” requirement states that the data validation has to support a 
precision. This was never implemented fully due to lack of time and should be 
considered a drawback of the framework. It is implemented at the handler interface but 
the framework only sends a constant of zero along as value to the parameter. This 
value is an integer and it may not be the best way of specifying the precision. For 
example if a value that is to be validated needs to be within 0.5 percent margin of the 
specified value then the integer cannot represent this. 
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The investigation of existing testing techniques covered some interesting material that 
was used throughout the work. The time spent with this investigation was considered 
enough during the course of the work. But more time could have been spent doing a 
deeper investigation of the design by contract method, which was rejected since it 
would alter the component, to see if it would be possible to minimise the changes that 
would have to be made to the component source code. The problem with this was that 
there were no spare time and the rejection decision was made during the theoretical 
part of the work and it was not rejected due to lack of time. It is my opinion that it 
would still have been rejected but more facts about this would be useful since it is a 
different approach to software testing. 

What can generally be said about the work plan is that the theoretical part took more 
time than expected which lead to less time for implementation. The estimated time for 
design and implementation was 7 weeks, which was cut down to about 5 weeks. The 
planned spare week at the end was also used during the theoretical part of the work. 

The investigation of existing frameworks required more time than expected and put the 
time plan off course by several weeks. This was mostly due to documentation time and 
findings at the end of the theoretical part that also had to be investigated. During the 
investigation a lot was also learned about testing and testing techniques that could be 
used in the new framework. The biggest problem during the investigation was to 
efficiently be able to select testing frameworks that were of interest to this work since 
many vendors claimed to have the ultimate solution to software testing without 
mentioning much of its capabilities. This caused confusion when investigating if 
frameworks had Java support, although many frameworks supported Java it was not 
clear on what level. Most supported only Java GUI testing which is understandable 
since this is probably what they are most used for and calling Java method from a non-
Java environment may be quite complex. GUI testing frameworks were the most 
common frameworks for regression testing and it was most common that the Java 
support meant Java GUI support. A risk with this was that frameworks that really 
supported Java were mistaken for Java GUI support. Therefore frameworks with Java 
support were investigated much to avoid such misunderstandings. 

The decision to create a new framework was discussed in section 6 where JUnit and 
Jetif were compared to a new theoretical framework. For Jetif this decision was based 
on the needed amount of work to rewrite the code, if it would exceed the work to 
create a new framework. This decision was also the hardest decision to make since it 
was based on an assumption and it is hard to determine whether this assumption was 
correct. The estimated time used for development was not exceeded and makes the 
decision right in the time perspective. 
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Another aspect of the decision was the functionality of the produced framework. Here 
JUnit was neglected since it would be hard to use as discussed in section 6.2.2. The 
expected difference in functionality between Jetif and the new framework was 
assumed to be minimal except minor implementation details. This was due to the fact 
that if Jetif had been chosen it would have required significant changes and added 
features would have been the same as in the new framework, as discussed in section 
6.2.1 which would have required the same amount of work as creating a new 
framework. This would have led to a similar framework if not nearly identical, Jetif 
would only been used as a base to build on. Whether Jetif was better to build upon 
than the new framework is hard to say. The created framework worked as expected, 
except for the issues described in section 7.5 and section 8. Those were related to 
features that would have been added to Jetif, which means that the Jetif solution 
would have suffered from them too. The only way Jetif would have been the better 
solution was if the initial time estimate or if the stability such as unpredicted behaviour 
were misjudged. The estimated time is unlikely misjudged between the different 
solutions since much of the required work would have been the same for both of them. 
The stability of the Jetif solution would be impossible to determine since it would have 
been significantly modified and the stability of the new framework were good 
throughout testing. The decision to create a new framework was thought to be the right 
decision. Choosing the Jetif framework would not have resulted in a bad or unusable 
framework, in fact it may have worked just as well. 
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9 Future Work and Conclusion 
This section contains recommendation for future work on the framework. It contains 
recommended fixes to problem that were never solved and new features. This section 
ends with a conclusion of the work done during this master thesis. 

9.1 Future Work 
Section 7.6 discusses the possibility of adding groups of observer data to get a better 
structure in the XML file. This would be a useful feature that should be added if the 
framework is used in larger tests. There were also some features that were planned 
but never implemented, such as the possibility to specify to the framework that the 
order of arriving data to the observer objects are to be checked. This should also be 
implemented. The possibility to handle precision for data validation was specified in 
the requirements but never fully implemented as discussed in section 8, this should be 
added the framework. It should also be investigated whether an integer is the best 
type to use as precision. Section 8 discusses the delay added at the end of each 
method execution and having it as a settable option in the XML specification file. This 
should also be implemented. 

Section 7.6 describes the problem of handling null as a parameter to methods. It also 
describes two possible solutions to this problem and one of them needs to be 
implemented to allow the framework to fully be able to handle null. This section also 
states the types of objects support by default and that no arrays of these types are 
supported. Object handlers for these arrays and other commonly used types should be 
created.   

There are a number of XML editors available for Eclipse [21] but one that in some way 
support XML schemas would be helpful during test development to avoid errors in the 
XML specification file. Such an editor would hopefully also help the test developer to 
create the XML specification files faster. Therefore it should be investigated whether 
such an editor exists that can be used. 

The exception FWException is described in section 7.3 and currently extends 
java.lang.Exception, it therefore requires the user-defined methods to declare that they 
throw an FWException. This could be avoided by extending the 
java.lang.RuntimeException instead of java.lang.Exception. A suggestion is to have 
two exceptions one that works inside the framework and one that is thrown when user-
defined classes are involved and requires no throw declaration.  

A graphical user interface (GUI) to the framework is desirable since it would ease the 
use of the framework. The way of doing this would be to create a GUI that would let 
the user browse the results of an execution in for example a tree structure. This tree 
structure would be represented much like the XML specification files but instead 
containing the results of execution. For example: 
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Test  
Test Suite (Suite 1) 

Test Case (Test 1) 
Method (testInt) 
Method (testFloat) Failed.

Wrong return value
Test Case (Test 2) 

Test Suite (Suite 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. GUI example. 

Figure 10 shows an example that would give the user an overview of the test result 
instantly after the test execution completed. It would not require the user the go 
through every log file to find out that every test passed. This would however require 
the logging facility to be rewritten to suite the tree like structure better. 

A graphical representation could also be used during creation of tests and here the 
Java reflection package and the frameworks ability to execute methods directly on the 
component are useful. The tester would first select the object that he wants to execute 
a method in. When the object is selected reflection can look inside that object to find 
the available methods that can be executed and show them to the user. The user 
would then select the method to be executed and reflection can then look at the 
selected method to find what parameters there are and what return value types the 
method has. These types could be used to query the object loader about what data is 
needed to load an object of a certain type. The handlers do not support this currently, 
but it is possible to add this feature to them. The work left to the user would be to fill in 
the data for the required parameters. A similar approach could also be used to create 
expected observer events. The tests could be represented in a similar way as figure 
10 shows. This would eliminate the need to write the XML specification file by hand 
and therefore the need to find an XML editor with XML schema support. 

As section 8 discusses the log handling works as intended but the output to the user 
during execution is almost non-existent. Everything is dumped to a log file since it is 
usually vast amounts of data. What should be printed out to the user is if test cases 
are failed and what suites they belong to. This will give the user information on what 
failed and help the user finding the test case specification faster. There is no need for 
this if a GUI is created. 

9.2 Conclusion 
The main objective for this master thesis is stated in section 1.2. This objective was 
split into three smaller objectives that more clearly defined them. The objectives were 
as follows: 

 
• To investigate existing testing techniques. 
• To investigate existing testing frameworks. 
• To create a testing framework if needed. 
• To evaluate the found or created solution. 
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All three objectives were accomplished and a new framework was created. The work 
began with the investigation of existing testing techniques and continued with an 
investigation of existing testing framework. After these two investigations were 
completed an evaluation of the existing framework were conducted to see if there 
existed a framework that could be used to test the components. The evaluation in 
section 6 concluded that the frameworks that could be used needed significant 
modifications to fits the components well. Therefore the decision to create a new 
framework was taken and with that no limitations of an existing framework. 

The purpose of this master thesis was to make the testing of software component 
easier for the test developers. This can be said that it has been achieved by relieving 
the test developer of much work. The main advantages are that the framework 
handles the observer objects and does result validation. 
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Appendix 1. Code Sample 
 
public class MyTest extends TestCase { 
 
    private JTestCase _jtestcase = null; 
 
    public MyTest(String name) throws Exception { 
        super(name); 
        String dataFile = "/sample.tests.test-data.xml"; 
        _jtestcase = new JTestCase(dataFile, "MyTest"); 
        Hashtable gVals = _jtestcase.getGlobalParams(); 
    } 
 
    public void testSomething() { 
        // get the test cases from XML 
        Vector testCases = _jtestcase.getNameOfTestCases("testSomething"); 
        // for each test case 
        for (int i=0; i<testCases.size(); i++) { 
            // retrieve name of test case 
            TestCaseInstance testCase =  

(TestCaseInstance)testCases.elementAt(i); 
             

// get hashed params for this test case 
            Hashtable params =  

_jtestcase.getTestCaseParams(testCase.getMethod(),  
testCase.getTestCase()); 

            int var1 = ((Integer)params.get("var1")).intValue(); 
            String var2 = (String)params.get("var2"); 
             
            // Now comes to what we need to test. 
        } 
    } 
} 
 

Source code 1. Data loading example from Jtestcase homepage [8]. 
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Appendix 2. Manual 
The testing framework requires two files to be created to successfully execute a test 
suite. The first is a Java class file that extends the abstract class 
com.ericsson.ncs.tfw.TestCase. This class will contain test, setup and teardown 
methods. The other is a XML file containing test specifications, method calls and data 
that are to be used during testing. All data belongs to a method call, this will be 
discussed later. The Apache Xerces XML parser is also required and needs to be in 
the class path during execution. 

The framework is built up around the execution of test suites, which are sets of test 
cases that consists of one or more method calls. These method calls are to methods 
that do the actual test or parts of it; a method can also be called directly on the 
component. Methods can have any data needed during testing passed along to them; 
this makes it possible to reuse test methods with different data. 
 
import java.lang.reflect.Method; 
 
public class TestClass extends com.ericsson.ncs.tfw.TestCase { 
 public void setup() throws Exception { 
    super.setup(); 
    //Do component initialisation. 
 } 
 
 public void teardown() throws Exception { 
    super.teardown(); 
    //Do component shutdown. 
 } 
 
 public int testInt(int i) { 
    return i; 
 } 
 
 public Object execMethod(Method method, Object obj, Object arg[]) throws 
                 IllegalAccessException, java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException { 
    return method.invoke(obj, arg); 
   } 
} 

Code listing 1. Basic test case class. 
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Code listing 1 shows a simple example of how a test case class can be built. The 
setup and teardown method are not mandatory but if they are used they must call their 
own method in the super class. As told by their names they are used to set up and 
teardown the component before and after a test case. The “testInt” method is the test 
itself and in code listing 1 it does no useful testing. Test methods have no limitations to 
what they can be used for and exceptions that are not anticipated can be left to the 
framework to handle. This means that the test methods can throw anything they like 
and the framework will take care of it. If a method fails the whole test case is failed and 
no more methods are executed in the current test case. The “execMethod” method is a 
mandatory method that has to be implemented as shown and is used by the 
framework to make method calls. The reason for this requirement is that a method in 
the component may not be accessible to other packages than it belongs to due to the 
set access level in Java. Since the testing framework does have its own package it 
cannot belong to the component package. This solution solves the problem if the test 
case class belongs to the same package as the component. 
 
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 
<suite name=”Test suite” class=”TestClass”>  (1) 
  <testcase name=”Test 1”>    (2) 
    <method name=”testInt” object=”this”>  (3) 
      <param type=”int”>5</param>   (4) 
      <return type=”int”>5</return>   (4) 
    </method> 
  </testcase> 
</suite> 

XML listing 1. Basic example of XML specification file. 

XML listing 1 shows a simple example of the XML specification file and the number to 
the right corresponds to the numbers in the list below: 

 
1 The suite tag is the XML root tag and defines a test suite; its 

attributes are name and class. The attribute name is used to name 
the test; it is also the name of the created log file. The class attribute 
is the test case class that the test code resides in as described 
earlier. The name of the test case class includes the package name 
also. Inside the suite tag are definitions of test cases; a “testcase” 
tag represents a test case. 

2 The attribute possible to set for the “testcase” tag is the name 
attributes which is used for logging. Inside the test case tag are one 
or more methods that are to be called in the current test case. 

3 The attributes for this tag is the name which states the name of the 
method to be executed and the object which tells in what object the 
method is to be executed. The object attribute is not mandatory and 
if not specified the method is assumed to be static. If a static method 
is to be executed the attribute name must also include the package 
and class name for the method. The object named “this” is always an 
instance of the test case class and other objects can be registered to 
be accessible from the XML specification file, this will be described 
later. Inside the method tag are the required data parameters and 
the expected return value for the method. 
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4 The param and return tags both have one attribute called type and 
this is the type of object that is to be loaded and sent to or received 
from the method. The data inside these tags are the data that will be 
used to create or validate objects. The return type can also be set to 
void, this will cause the framework to not care about result validation 
even if the return type of the method is not void. 

 

It is also possible to specify an exception tag instead of the return tag; this will require 
the method to throw an exception during execution to be passed. An exception tag 
also has the type attribute but in this case it contain the exception class including 
package name. The data in this tag is the message that the exception will contain and 
if no message comparison is required an “*” can be entered as data. A return or 
exception tag must be present in every method tag. To run the framework with these 
two files do as follows: 

java com.ericsson.ncs.tfw.Framework <XML specification files (separated by spaces)> 
 
Log created: Wed May 11 13:20:03 CEST 2005 
 
Supported types: String, double, null, char, byte, short, float, int, boolean, long 
 
Running test case Test 1. 
------------------------------------ 
Method "testInt" on object "this" passed. 

Log listing 1. Log result for first example. 

Log listing 1 shows the result of running the framework with the XML specification file 
shown in XML listing 1. The log file is formatted to be as simple to read as possible, 
the only thing logged when a method is passed is that it passed and no execution 
data. If a method fails no more methods in the current test case are executed and a 
method trace is logged to ease debugging. The list of supported types is always 
present at the beginning of the log file to tell which types are supported. A XML 
specification file may also include handlers that are used to load objects these will be 
discussed later. Types shown in Log listing 1 are the ones that are natively supported 
by the framework. To be noted is that null is not really a type, it is used to simplify the 
validation of a null reference (pointer) and it does not need any data passed along to it. 
It is not possible to load a null object with this type. 
 
Log created: Wed May 11 16:00:12 CEST 2005 
 
Supported types: String, double, null, char, byte, short, float, int, boolean, long 
 
Running test case Test 1. 
------------------------------------ 
Method "testInt" on object "this" failed. 
Trace:  
  Searching for object "this". Object found. 
  Searching for method "testInt(int)". Method found. 
  Method return value was not correct. Got: 5 
  All observer data were delivered. 

Log listing 2. Log result for basic example with an error introduced. 
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Log listing 2 shows what happens when the return value in XML listing 1 is changed to 
four instead of five. The test is failed and a test trace is logged to show what happened 
during the execution. A lot of data that may seem unnecessary is logged to be sure 
that the cause of the failure can be found easily. The printout of the value received is 
done with the “toString” method that every object has. This however requires the 
objects to be validated to have such a method that actually creates some readable 
output. 

The object loading facility has the responsibility of both loading and validating data for 
the framework. This facility does not do the actual loading or validation itself since this 
can be different depending on object types. The framework therefore requires the test 
developer to create handlers for their types of objects that are to be loaded or 
validated. The framework object loading facility then keeps track of what handlers 
support what types of objects. In this way a handler will only have to be registered with 
the framework to be available to the user. To load a handler the handler tag is used in 
the XML specification file. The handler tag must be in the body of the suite tag, it has 
no attributes and the content of it is a string containing the class name including 
package name. For example to load the primitive type handler into the framework: 

<handler>com.ericsson.ncs.tfw.PrimitiveTypeHandler</handler> 

Normally the framework automatically loads this handler so there is no need to ever 
load it manually. The handlers need to implement the interface IObjectHandler in the 
framework package. If a class that does not implement this interface is specified the 
framework will refuse to load it. 
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public interface IObjectHandler { 
    /** 
     * Loads an object. f an error occurs throw an FWException and say why in 
     * its message. 
     * @param data Data to be used when loading object. 
     * @param type The type of object to be loaded. 
     * @return The loaded object. 
     * @throws FWException If error occured. 
     */ 
    public Object loadObject(String data, String type) throws FWException; 
     
    /** 
     * Gets the types that can be loaded by this handler.  
     * @return A list of supported types. 
     */ 
    public String[] getSupportedTypes(); 
     
    /** 
     * Verifies that obj is equals data. If an error occurs throw an FWException  
     * and say why in its message. 
     * @param obj Object to be verified. 
     * @param data Unparsed data that the object will be verified against. 
     * @param type The object type of the data parameter. 
     * @param diff Tolerable fault percentage. 
     * @return Returns true if data and obj are the same, otherwise false. 
     * @throws FWException If error occured. 
     */ 
    public boolean verify(Object obj, String data, String type, int diff) throws 
                                FWException; 
} 

Code listing 2. Interface IObjectHandler. 

Code listing 2 shows the interface IObjectHandler that contains three methods that 
must be implemented. 

 
• The loadObject method loads an object out of the string data and the 

string type defines which type of object is to be loaded.  
• The getSupportTypes method returns a string array of the types 

supported by the handler. The framework uses this method to 
associate types with handlers. Types returned by this method must 
be the same as the type variable sent to loadObject and verify. 

• The verify method is used to validate the incoming object “obj” 
against the string data and the string type. The variable diff is used 
to set the precision of the validation, currently zero is always sent 
due to lack of support in the framework. 
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There is no requirement in the structuring of the data in the XML specification file, but 
having some sort of structure is preferred when the amount of data needed to create 
or validate an object is large. A simple way of doing this can be to structure the data 
string as follows “x=<value of x>, y=<value of y>” if the object to be created or 
validated requires the two variables x and y. 

Observer pattern support is built into the framework; an object that implements a 
specified interface can be created during runtime. The framework monitors this object 
for events and any events occurring on the object is verified that it was expected. The 
expected events on observer object are specified in the XML specification file for each 
method that is to be executed. 
 
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 
<suite name=”Test suite” class=”TestClass”> 
  <testcase name=”Test 1”> 
    <method name=”testInt” object=”this”> 
      <param type=”int”>5</param> 
      <return type=”int”>5</return> 
      <observer object=”obj1” method=”run”> 
        <return type=”void”/> 
      </observer> 
      <observer object=”obj2” method=”run”> 
        <return type=”void”/> 
      </observer> 
    </method> 
  </testcase> 
</suite> 

XML listing 2. Extended example of XML specification file. 

XML listing 2 shows the same test suite as in XML listing 1 with two observer events 
added. Two events are expected on the observer objects obj1 and obj2; both of them 
get the method run executed; there is no checking of the order that these events 
occur. It is also possible to set a timeout for each observer event; adding the timeout 
attribute to the observer tag does this. The timeout is measured in ms and if different 
timeouts are set on expected observer events belonging to the same method the 
framework will wait for observer events for the maximum set timeout. The default 
timeout is one second and is used if no timeout is specified. If an observer event 
occurs after its timeout exceeded it will be logged, but this is only the case when the 
framework is still listening for other observer events. The framework waits an 
additional 100 ms after the timeouts expired or until the executed method returns to 
catch late arriving observer events and these are logged as events that are 
unexpected. There is support for returning data to the caller of the method as can be 
seen with the return tag, but there is no support for throwing exceptions. Parameters 
that may be passed to the methods are supported; these are written in the same way 
as parameters for methods are written. 
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import java.lang.reflect.Method; 
 
public class TestClass extends com.ericsson.ncs.tfw.TestCase { 
 Runnable obj1 = null; 
 Runnable obj2 = null; 
 
public void setup() throws Exception { 
    super.setup(); 
    obj1 = (Runnable)this.createObserver(“obj1”, Runnable.class); 
    obj2 = (Runnable)this.createObserver(“obj2”, “java.lang.Runnable”); 
    //Do component initialisation. 
 } 
 
 public void teardown() throws Exception { 
    super.teardown(); 
    //Do component shutdown. 
 } 
 
 public int testInt(int i) { 
    obj1.run(); 
    obj2.run(); 
    return i; 
 } 
 
 public Object execMethod(Method method, Object obj, Object arg[]) throws 
                 IllegalAccessException, java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException { 
    return method.invoke(obj, arg); 
   } 
} 

Code listing 3. Extended test case class. 

Code listing 3 shows the code listing 1 with two additional observer objects that are 
registered at the framework. As can be seen there is a new method that is used in the 
“setup”. This method and others are used for observer object handling and works as 
follows: 

 
• The createObserver creates a new observer object with the specified 

name and registers it with the framework. There are two methods 
with the same name that have one difference. One of them takes a 
class object that it will create the observer object from, the other 
method takes a string with the class including package name and 
creates the observer object. 

• The removeObserver removes a registered observer object with the 
specified name. 

• The getObserver gets a registered observer object with the specified 
name. 

The execution of code listing 3 and XML listing 2 would result in the same log output 
as log listing 1. 
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Log created: Thu May 12 17:24:43 CEST 2005 
 
Supported types: String, double, null, char, byte, short, float, int, boolean, long 
 
Running test case Test 1. 
------------------------------------ 
Method "testInt" on object "this" failed. 
Trace:  
  Searching for object "this". Object found. 
  Searching for method "testInt(int)". Method found. 
  Could not find a match for observer output on obj2.run with data: 
    No data passed along! 
  The following observer data was never delivered by the component: 
    obj1.run() 
  Method return value was correct. 

Log listing 3. Log result for extended example. 

Log listing 3 shows an execution where code listing 3 has the invocation of the run 
method in obj1 removed. The XML listing 2 has the observer tag with the expected 
invocation of the run method in obj2 removed. This result in the run method in obj2 is 
unexpectedly executed and the expected execution of the run method in obj1 is never 
executed. 

As discussed earlier the framework can execute methods directly in the component. 
To do this the framework has to be aware of these objects that can be referenced from 
in the XML specification file. There are three methods available for handling these 
objects. 

 
• The addObject is used to add an object with a name that will be 

available from the XML specification file. 
• The removeObject is used to remove an object with the specified 

name. 
• The getObject is used to get the object with the specified name. 

 

There is no need to remove an object after the test case is completed since the 
instance of the test case class is new for every test case. The name “this” is reserved 
for the test case class and should not be used. Another feature that the test case code 
can use is the assertTrue method that can be used to abort a test method in the test 
case class. This method will throw an FWException if the boolean passed to it is false 
and the framework will catch this exception and log the message passed to 
assertTrue. 
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Trouble shooting 
Here some common issues that can arise during testing are described and solutions 
are presented: 

IllegalAccessException was thrown during method execution. 
This can happen when the execMethod method in the test case class does not have 
access to the method it is trying to execute. Make sure that the method is available to 
the package that the test case class belongs to. A good practise of this is to put the 
test case class in the same package as the method it is trying to call to avoid 
necessary changes to the component code. 

The framework failed loading the XML reader. 
This can happen if Apache Xerces is not in the class path, make sure that it is. The 
error message outputted should give enough information to confirm that Xerces is 
missing. 
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